2018 Transforming Local
Government Conference
Case Study Application
Due: September 1, 2017
Email to Ryan Spillers at learning@transformgov.org

Or, Click here to Submit

Application Information
Case Study Title

Integrating Lean and Process Improvement with I.T.

Jurisdiction Name

Kitsap County

Jurisdiction Population 260,000
Theme (select one)

_____ Thinking Like a Futurist
_____ Culture Club
_____ What about all this data?

_____ Reinventing Local Government
_____ Community Networking
✔

Rapid Fire Session?
Would you like the application to be considered for our Rapid Fire Session? (Rapid Fire presentations are fastpaced, entertaining, interactive presentations. Each jurisdiction will have five minutes to make their presentations
using 15 PPT slides set on auto-forward primarily containing photos/graphics. Participants will be seated at round
tables to facilitate an energetic idea exchange. A cash bar will be available.)
___ YES

✔
___
NO

Project Leader (primary contact for application correspondence)
Name

Andy Hento

Title

Lean/PMO Manager

Department

Information Services

Phone

360-337-4653

Email

ahento@co.kitsap.wa.us

Full mailing address,
including zip code

614 Division St. Port Orchard, WA 98336

Twitter account

List additional presenters’ contact information below:

Craig Adams, I/S Director

1.

Presentation title and description of the innovation. 100 word maximum

Integrating Lean and Process Improvement with I.T.
Kitsap County integrated their process improvement program, titled PEAK (Performance Excellence
Across Kitsap) with I.T. operations. The innovation involves incorporating Lean methodology with the
I.T. PMO (Project Management Office) that intakes new technology requests from all County
departments and offices. The goal is to first map the process and analyze for process improvement
opportunities before looking for technical solutions. After process based improvements are
implemented, further analysis can be done looking for technical innovation that improves the system,
engagement with citizens, and/or increases efficiency and effectiveness. Technical requirements,
gathered through the process improvement analysis, will more effectively and efficiently lead technical
projects increasing throughput and reducing cost of technology projects.

2.

When and how was the program, policy or initiative originally conceived in your
jurisdiction? 100 word maximum

Initially, the departments and offices saw this as more delay in getting their technical solution.
However, after a few projects that saw more functionality than expected, smoother transition of
processes into technology, and reduced costs, the value of this new initiative began to be seen. In a
tight budget climate, we are able to incorporate significant, new technical applications at a greatly
reduced cost to that of other jurisdictions. After promoting such savings and customer feedback, our
culture began to shift to accept this new approach. Currently, departments and offices are proactively
beginning to map and analyze own processes, using trained Lean leaders from their own department
that were trained through our Lean program, prior to submitting project to I.T. This saves capacity from
I.T. staff that can now focus all attention on current projects in production and when new projects are
ready to begin in I.T., information is ready and development/RFP can easily begin.

3.

How exactly is the program or policy innovative? How has your innovation changed
previous processes, products, or services? Explain how the program or initiative
substantially stretched or improved the boundaries of ordinary governmental
operations. 200 word maximum

Centralized IT services can add significant efficiencies but they can also bring along challenges that create bottlenecks,
capacity challenges, and increased costs. IT service costs, both application and integration costs are increasing
annually and are becoming more and more difficult to support. Process improvement to IT operations reduce costs but
we've found even more cost savings, benefits, and value from integrating process improvement into the IT request
process. This integration has led to improved project prioritization that aligns with organizational strategies, improved
accuracy of CBA and Needs Analysis, and increased scope management. This analysis can be done by subject matter
experts, trained in lean methodologies, thus protecting capacity of IT staff, who previously was expected to perform such
analysis. This allows the experts of the process to perform the needed analysis, implement process improvements, and
elicit core requirements. So when we engage with IT staff, we have a clear scope, project prioritization, requirements,
and plan. Ordinary governmental operations mistakenly view IT solutions as process improvements and innovation.
Often these improvements/innovations don't fully meet expectations and/or come it at higher costs or take longer than
initially expected. These higher costs, longer timeframe, or missed expectations can be a result of not properly analyzing
the process to get accurate requirements or challenges from the integration of technology into the existing process.

4.

What individuals or groups are considered the primary initiators of your program? How
does the innovation engage stakeholders or demonstrate high performance teaming?
Were strategic partnerships and/or community networks developed as a result of the
innovation? 200 word maximum

Our PMO (Project Management Office) of our I.T. department leads this program enterprise
wide. When a County department or office wants to engage with our I.T. department, they
will submit a request for services. From there, our PMO will discuss the request with the
department stakeholders. At this discussion, it will be determined whether the process has
been adequately analyzed. If not, a plan will be created with the stakeholders, to map and
analyze the process. This plan will incorporate departmental subject matter experts, trained
lean leaders, and Lean program experts. Together this team will work together to meet
project outcomes and deliverables. Our approach of incorporating lean into I.T. operations
has been shared with other County I.T. departments throughout the state of Washington
through an organized sharing network with much interest. In sharing this approach with other
County I.T. agencies, we have built a stronger network that can share information more
readily. Since we are able to get better requirements for technology needs, we can then
reach out to other peer jurisdictions to see other best practice solutions and/or shared
technology opportunities. This approach has also been shared with local I.T. groups who
have been quite impressed with the approach and volume of I.T. activity we can now support.

5.

If a private consultant was used please describe their involvement, identify the
consultant and/or firm and provide contact information. 100 word maximum

Only Kitsap County staff were used to develop this new initiative.

6.

To what extent do you believe your program or policy initiative is potentially replicable
within other jurisdictions and why? To your knowledge, have any other jurisdictions or
organizations established programs or implemented policies modeled specifically on
this project? Please provide verification of the replication. 200 word maximum

Other jurisdictions' I.T. departments from throughout the state of Washington have contacted
us regarding this approach. We have shared our information with them to this point. Many
are currently trying to build up their own internal Lean knowledge, a primary component for
this initiative. In fact, some jurisdictions have begun sending some of their staff to our own
internal Lean training. From our understanding, many I.T. departments are currently
analyzing their own organizational structure to see if incorporating such an approach can be
managed within their current structure or if further re-organization is necessary. We have
been able to proactively create a PMO (Project Management Office) in our I.T. department
and have that division lead our lean program enterprise-wide. We also have a Master Black
Belt in Lean Six Sigma on staff to lead both. Other jurisdictions do not have such internal
resources available but have been gathering information from us to create a plan to
incorporate a similar approach.

7.

What were the costs? What were the savings? 100 word maximum

We have utilized current staff that have been hired to lead the Lean program enterprise-wide.
We have achieved significant savings through our Lean program on a process level, over
$3.5 Million over the last 5 years. Since our integration with I.T. we've seen significant
benefit, although difficult to quantify. We've seen a substantial decrease in cost of new
technical applications compared to other jurisdictions , measured in $Millions, utilizing same
applications. However, each application is customized and implemented differently so we
cannot adequately compare costs as our needs and costs never perfectly align with other
jurisdictions. What we have seen over just the last 12 months, is that 2 of our vendors have
added functionality at no cost due to the ease of customization and implementation. We have
not fully evaluated value of increased functionality as of this time.
8.

Please describe the most significant obstacle(s) encountered thus far by your program.
How have they been dealt with? Which ones remain? 200 word maximum

Our most difficult obstacle has been creating a standard process that meets the needs of our
customers. Not every technical request is the same and the needs vary from one request to
another. Formally creating a process that can meet the needs of all requests and
departmental stakeholders, yet create a standard that can be evenly applied was difficult.
Once creating this new standard process, meeting with stakeholders to create their buy-in
was critical. If resistance to our new initiative was too great, then we wouldn't be able to get it
off the ground. However, by providing transparency throughout our effort of creating the
standard and then sharing the result has led to large support. Also, piloting this approach
with a few significant projects that resulted in large savings and positive impact/experience
gave good case studies to share and promote throughout the organization. Our current
challenge is improving the efficiency of the intake process. Since this is still a relatively new
process, we have to help guide the stakeholders throughout the intake process. We are
currently building automated workflows that make such submittals easier and more
transparent.

9.

What outcomes did this program or policy have? What baseline data did you collect?
How did you measure the change based on the intervention, and why do you believe in
the credibility of this assessment? 200 word maximum

This initiative has completely transformed our I.T. operations. As a result we've begun to
build better data collection tools that are measuring our throughput, project velocity and
project quality from our I.T. staff. Unfortunately we did not have high quality metrics that gave
us similar information to benchmark. All we had was hours and costs associated with I.T.
projects. We are now making an effort to compare our new metrics with that of old to see the
impact on like projects. What we have seen, however, is that the volume of activities and
projects completed by our I.T. staff (per individual) are higher than ever before. We have also
seen a large increase in small, technical improvements that we have been able to complete.

10.

Has the program received any press or other media coverage to date? If yes, please
list the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage. 100 word maximum

No press or media coverage. Just sharing with our peers and speaking at local Government
I.T. workshops.

11.

Please provide any key references and their contact information who can be
interviewed/called to discuss the innovation and its impact. 100 word maximum

Bud Harris, I/S Director (retires in October): BJHarris@co.kitsap.wa.us; 360-337-4405
Craig Adams, Current Applications Manager and Future I/S Director (takes over in October):
cradams@co.kitsap.wa.us;
Meredith Green, County Treasurer; mgreen@co.kitsap.wa.us; 360-337-7136

12.

You’ve been to a lot of conferences. TLG should be a unique experience for everyone.
Describe how your case study presentation will be different than other conference
presentations. 200 word maximum
• How will you make the session creative and unique?
• How do you plan to be both entertaining and educational?
• Include a description of how your session will facilitate group activities and/or interaction.

We will develop a discussion with the group on challenges/limitations of I.T. departments. We
will share our standard process and roadmap to our intake process.

13.

Anything else you would like to add? 200 word maximum

Click here to Submit

